
Machines, Computations and Universality – Zurich, Switzerland 
 
In University Irchel of Zurich, Switzerland, in September 9-11, 2013, a conference “Machines, 

Computations and Universality (MCU2013)” took place which a representative of International 

Humanitarian University, Odessa, Ukraine professor D.A. Zaitsev participated in. 

 

Professor Zaitsev gave a talk devoted to the construction of his minimal universal Petri net 

consisting of 43 vertices – UPN(14,29). Universal Petri net is a prototype of processors in a new 

paradigm of computations early introduced by professor Zaitsev; minimalism and efficiency of 

universal net influence substantially the performance and cost of new supercomputers. Programs of 

these computers are drawn in graphical language of Petri nets which provides shortening of 

development periods and essential speed-up of programs’ execution at the expense of hyper 

concurrency. Obtained results were highly approved by the professional society.  
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Universal Petri net UPN(14,29) 

 

Rating of the conference MCU is the highest among specialists in universal models of 

computations. This year the conference became an especially bright event because its co-chairs 

were two legendary persons – Matthew Cook and Turlough Neary.  

 

  
Turlough Neary and Dmitry Zaitsev Matthew Cook 

Odessa fashion is conquering world 

 

Matthew Cook from California Institute of Technology (Caltech) has proven in 2002 universality 

of the linear cellular automaton number 110. The corresponding hypothesis was advanced in 1985. 

It is easy to imagine a sheet of notebook paper one row of which is filled in with empty and painted 

cells. In each next row sells appear which form is completely defined by their nearest neighbors. 
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And such a colony of cell is able to implement any algorithm, any computation! Only Matthew 

Cook managed to prove it among a constellation of famous scientists who worked on this problem.  

 

Turlough Neary from Ireland, for defending his Ph.D. thesis in 2008, has obtained results which 

were not possible to approach for greatest minds of 20th century. Minimal universal Turing 

machines constructed by Marvin Minsky and his followers Margenstern, Rogozhin, Kudlek and 

others were traditionally considered as utmost slow (exponentially). In papers which publishing 

preceded defending Ph.D. thesis, Turlough Neary with his supervisor Damien Woods constructed 

smallest machines containing 22 instructions which compute very fast (polynomially).  

 

Co-chairs of the conference recently work in Institute of Neuroinformatics of Zurich University 

Irchel. They gathered speakers from many countries of the world: USA, Japan, Austria, France, 

Germany, Spain, Finland, Belgium and Ukraine, but they themselves were modestly speaking only 

during informal session where participants presented in turn unsolved problems and then together 

were trying to find their solution. 

 

Especially bright there were talks of Rudolf Freund from Austria about computations on cells’ 

membranes; Damien Woods from Ireland about computations on specially marked rectangular 

chips (tiles); Erik Winfree from California about computations on molecules which are made 

moving and propagating in a special way for obtaining given forms and carrying conglomerates of 

other molecules – “walking molecular robots for carrying cargo”; computations on them are 

distinguished by utmost high speed. Namely in this item, a practical aspect of majority of presented 

theoretical developments consists – ultra-fast computations for solving “unyielding” tasks including 

quick calculation of bank transactions passwords.  

 

  
started in conference hall and lasted at bus stops, in bus…  

Discussions 

 

All the information on conference is available on web-site including references to Proceedings of 

the conference which were published in electronic form that does not reduce their significance. 

Recently a web-site is functioning that is an alternative to many respected journals in Computer 

Science area – “Electronic Proceedings in Theoretical Computer Science”. The level of its 

publications is rather high that is guaranteed by program committees of respected conferences 

while access to them is free of charge. Published paper is put on electronic archive that provides 

their storing in unchanged form.  

 

References to album of photos and video records of the conference are put on web-site of professor 

Zaitsev. 
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